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(i)   Step-by-step towards an ever closer Europe (the 
Jean Monnet approach)

(ii) Progress only with Crises

(iii) Towards a Genuine Economic and Monetary Union: 
Fundamental Reform of EU Governance

• The first two scenarios point to the direction, without
a comprehensive design 

• The third scenario requires a comprehensive design
(still in the making)

1. Quo Vadis Europa? 
Three scenarios and three approaches
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(i) Step-by-step approach

• No longer possible: 

• The peoples of Europe want to know where EU is 
heading

• Why monetary union was not followed by economic 
union and political union?

• Why enlargement was agreed without prior 
deepening of EU institutions and governance?

• Lack of a clear and binding roadmap backfired:    
anti EU sentiment increased 
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(ii) Progress after crisis - 1

• EU has a history of reacting to crises by establishing new 
instruments, institutions, procedures

• ECB introduces unconventional monetary policies to deal 
with liquidity problems and freeze of interbank market 

• EU took several measures designed to cope with sovereign 
debt crisis 

• New financial safety nets: EFSF/ESM
• New rules to  foster fiscal consolidation, debt reduction and to 

correct macroeconomic imbalances: six-pack, two-pack, fiscal 
compact

• New framework for banking supervision and crisis resolution: 
Banking Union 
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(ii) Progress after crisis - 2

• New EU Commission proposed ambitious work 
program to cope with new crisis: recession and 
deflation
• Plan for jobs, growth, investment
• Revamping single market: digital single market, Energy Union, 

completing Banking Union, Capital Markets Union
• Review of fiscal rules (six-pack, two-pack)
• Encouragement to structural reforms (also with financial incentives)
• Reform of EU Budget (2016)

• ECB introduced new unconventional monetary policy 
instruments
• TLTRO to foster bank lending to real sector
• Negative deposit rates
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 1

• Economic and Monetary Union (EMU) current status:
• Monetary policy entrusted to federal independent institution (ECB) -

but there is no federal fiscal backing of ECB
• Member states retain competence for all other economic policies, 

subject to EU rules and to peer review within the EU inter-
governmental bodies (ECOFIN and European Council)

• EU rules not designed to promote coordinated economic 
governance: 
- Protect integrity of ECB monetary policy from risk of destabilizing fiscal 

policies of member states 
- Prohibition of monetary financing, no bail-out clause, excessive deficit 

procedure (Treaty, Stability and Growth Pact, Fiscal Compact)
- Ensure that ECB does not become fiscal agent of Eurozone (no “Transfer 

Union”)
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 2

• EMU governance framework incomplete and inefficient 
• EU does not have a coherent framework for countercyclical 

macroeconomic policy 
- Bias for fiscal consolidation/debt reduction (no flexibility for 

investment)
- Macroeconomic imbalances procedure (MIP) ineffective and 

asymmetrical   

• ECB not allowed to pursue its mandate in a timely and efficient 
manner 
- Bias for temporary (repo) operations rather than outright purchases 

(result: ECB balance sheet contracted when it was expected to 
expand) 

- No discretionality in responding to risk of deflation (result: delays)
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 3

• Need for governance reform recognized in 2012 as 
the EU sovereign debt crisis became acute
• European Council mandate to President Van Rompuy to draft 

report on reform of EU governance (June 2012)

• ECB President Draghi vows to do "whatever it takes" to preserve 
stability of Euro (July 2012)

• EU Commission issues a "Blueprint for a deep and genuine EMU” 
(November 2012)

• Van Rompuy issues report "Towards a Genuine Economic and 
Monetary Union" prepared  in collaboration with Presidents of 
Commission, Eurogroup, ECB (Four Presidents Report - December 
2012)
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 4

• Components of Genuine EMU identified (2012)
• Integrated financial framework (including Banking Union)

• Integrated budgetary framework (including a fiscal capacity for the 
EMU: i.e Eurobills, Debt Redemption Fund, etc)

• Integrated economic policy framework (including contractual 
arrangements to promote and support structural reforms)

• Democratic legitimacy and accountability (political union?)

• Implementation of reforms
• Long time horizon: over five years

• Requires Treaty amendments
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 5

• No action taken on the basis of Four Presidents Report
• Priority given to Banking Union
• German election in September 2013
• European Parliament elections and appointment of new Commission (May 

- July 2014)

• Eurozone Governance Reform back on stage
• Commitment by President Juncker to draft new Four Presidents Report by 

June 2015
• ECB President calls for broad economic policy action by EU: monetary 

policy, fiscal policy, structural reforms, investment plan (August 2014)
• Four Presidents present analytical note to Council (February 2015)

- Number of relevant questions raised 
- Detailed contributions requested from member states and European
Parliament
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 6

• Probability of fundamental reform of EMU Governance:
• Political tensions in a number of countries make it difficult to embark 

on ambitious reform process
• Preference for legislative approach that would not require new Treaty

• However some steps in the right direction have been taken:
• Establishment of EFSI underway 
• Commission decision on flexibility in fiscal rules
• Formal proposals on Energy Union and Capital Markets Union
• ECB introduction of new asset purchase program (QE)

• But more could be done:
• New procedure to monitor collective “fiscal stance” of Eurozone
• Review of Macroeconomic Imbalances Procedure
• Reform of EU budget to endow EU with “own resources” to use for  

countercyclical purposes
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 7

• Pronouncements by influential people seem to justify some moderate 
optimism about more fundamental reforms:

• “Today, the world is looking for new forms of governance. It is looking to 
further develop the nation-state system. No nation state can solve the 
major problems and challenges of our time by itself. The sovereignty 
principle which has been developed since the Peace of Westphalia does 
not guarantee enough stability. National regulatory monopolies and bans 
on intervention are no longer enough in our globally interdependent world. 
That applies to the internet as much as it does to the economy and 
financial markets. It also applies to universal human rights and to peace 
and stability”. (Wolfgang Schäuble, “The State of Europe - What 
governance is needed in the European Union?” - 27 May 2014)
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 8

• “It remains necessary, for citizens and markets alike, to develop a 
long-term perspective on how the framework should develop, where it 
could be considered complete, and where further work will be 
necessary to develop stronger common governance, as already called 
for by the 2012 Four Presidents’ Report and by the Commission’s 
Blueprint, which both remain valid. The euro area has not recovered 
from the crisis in the same way as the U.S., which might point to the 
fact that an incomplete monetary union adjusts much slower than one 
with a more complete institutional setup in place”. (Four Presidents’ 
Analytical note -12 February 2015)
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(iii) Fundamental Reform of Eurozone  
Governance - 9

• “In sum, my conclusion is that there must be a quantum leap in 
institutional convergence. We need to move from a system of rules 
and guidelines for national economic policy making, to a system of 
further sovereignty sharing within common institutions. And as part of 
this process we need to strengthen the democratic accountability of 
Europe towards its citizens, which would automatically deepen our 
political union” (Mario Draghi -16 March 2015)
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